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Documentation of the activity carried out in the morning of 13 November 2019

Dr. Anna Paola Pacella

 Observation of the works of Teofilo Patini, local artist, with tablet support .
 Interactive game: " Put yourself in the shoes of ... " Each of the participants has a figure of
reference in which he must recognize himself (mother with a stroller, an elderly couple, a
disabled person with a guide, a family with small children). At the end of the path all the
difficulties encountered in the museum are exposed for a better use of the works and the
museum environment.
 Sacred art section, game " Observe the detail ". With a fast pace, everyone observes only
the detail required of the works in the room. First only hands, then only eyes, then only
nose, and finally only the clothes.
 Game " Have you a title ." Faced with a contemporary work of art displayed without a
caption, each participant will write on a piece of paper the title he would give to the work,
inspired by what he sees.
 "Watch without eyes " game. In pairs, one visitor is blindfolded, the other must describe to
the companion a work chosen among those present in the room. It must describe its
colors, shapes, subjects and emotions. At the end of the description the blindfolded visitor
will be able to see the described work with his own eyes and judge the description he
had.
 Contemporary art gallery room: " Associate music " game. Three different rhythm music,
to which each visitor associates a work. It will be noted that each rhythm will shift our
attention to a different work each time.
 Reflection on the works of Gino Marotta , with support for tablets and smartphones .
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